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Abstract—This paper explores the issues with mapping termination in Grammatical Evolution, and examines approaches that can be used to minimise them. It analyses the traditional approach of reusing the same genetic material, known as wrapping, and shows why this is inefficient with some grammars used in the literature. It suggests the appending of non-coding genetic material to genotype strings, at the start of the run, and shows the benefits of this approach: higher probability of creating terminated individuals, better or similar experimental performance, and a tendency to generate smaller solutions, when compared to the use of wrapping.

I. INTRODUCTION

Grammatical Evolution (GE) [1] is a very popular form of Evolutionary Computation, with a large amount of articles published every year. Its simplicity is remarkable: using any search algorithm, a population of numerical strings is evolved, which can be transformed into syntactically correct solutions for a specific problem, through the use of a grammar. The usage of this grammar allows the system to be applied to a variety of problem domains, hence its popularity.

There is more than meets the eye when it comes to applying GE to a new problem domain, however. One of the main issues concerning its mapping process is that of termination: if a numerical string is too short, it might not complete the mapping of a syntactically correct solution, and the individual becomes invalid. Typically, to minimise this problem, a process called Wrapping [2] is employed, which consists in reusing the same numerical string, until the mapping has terminated.

In this paper, the use of wrapping is analysed, using three benchmark problems, and an alternative technique is proposed. It is shown that wrapping is of limited use, particularly with simpler grammars. More complex grammars do not suffer from this issue, but the usage of wrapping results in a substantial increase in the size of the solutions generated.

A. Mapping Process

To illustrate the mapping process employed in GE, consider the following grammar:

Grammar 1. Simple arithmetical expressions grammar.

This grammar is composed of three non-terminal symbols (<e>, <o> and <v>) and six terminal symbols (+, −, *, /, x
and 1.0). Given a genotype string composed of the sequence of integers (also known as codons) (4, 5, 8, 4, 3, 1, 9, 7), a program (phenotype) can be constructed, which respects the syntax specified in the grammar.

This process works by using each codon to choose productions from the grammar, mapping a given start symbol (typically, the first non-terminal symbol defined in the grammar) to a sequence of terminal symbols. In this example, the first codon (4) is used to choose one of the two productions of the start symbol <e>, through the formula 4%2 = 0, i.e. the remainder of the division (modulus) of the codon value by the number of productions of the symbol <e>. This means that the first (0th) production is chosen, transforming <e> into <e> <o> <e>, which becomes the mapping string under construction.

The following codon (5) is then used with the leftmost unmapped symbol in the mapping string, so through the formula 5%2 = 1 the first symbol <e> is replaced by <v>, and thus the mapping string becomes <v> <o> <e>. The mapping process continues in this fashion, so in the next step the mapping string becomes x <o> <e> through the formula 8%2 = 0, then x + <e> through 4%4 = 0, and x + <v> through 3%2 = 1. Finally, the remaining non-terminal symbol is mapped with 1%2 = 1, and the final expression becomes x + 1.0, which can then be evaluated.

III. Wrapping

In the mapping example given, not all codons were used to map the phenotype structure. One can therefore divide the genotype string into two parts: an Effective Part (4, 5, 8, 4, 3, 1) and a Non-Coding Tail (9, 7).

Assuming an initialisation method was used to create the initial population [12], all initial genotype strings will create valid phenotype strings, and in fact will be composed of an effective part only, that is, the whole length of the genotype is used during mapping. However, depending on the search operators used (such as crossover and mutation, when using a GA), the evolved strings may not have enough codons to fully map syntactically valid programs; in the example given, if the codon 5 were mutated to 6, for example, the mapping process would not terminate.

To address this issue, the typical approach originally suggested for GE is to make use of a process called Wrapping [2] (although other alternative repairing mechanisms have been suggested [13], wrapping remains the most common). This consists in reusing the same genotype string, up to a pre-specified maximum number of wrapping events, in an attempt to finish the mapping process.

Wrapping does not always work, however. This is because the mapping process can become stuck in a loop, never fully mapping all non-terminal symbols remaining. Ryan et. al [14] have shown this, and suggested an heuristic to help decide when to stop wrapping.

Wrapping is also dependent on grammar design. This section looks at three popular benchmark problems, and highlights how most grammars used in the literature do not work well with wrapping; furthermore, designing grammars that do work well with wrapping is not a straightforward process, and quite often only more complex grammars will take advantage of it.

A. Symbolic Regression

Symbolic Regression (SR) is one of the most common applications of GP. The tree representation of GP individuals lends itself to good functional representation and manipulation of sub-expressions, providing solutions that are often very precise, also analysable, hand-tunable, and potentially provable.

Symbolic regression benchmark problems typically involve (re-)discovering a pre-defined function, by trying to match input-output pairs of values. For example, the “Quartic Polynomial” problem (using the function \( f(x) = x^4 + x^3 + x^2 + x \)) is probably the most used benchmark in GP [15].

Typically, a grammar designed for simple instances of SR combines the four arithmetic operators with the input variable and a constant [7], [16]. Grammar 1 from Section II is an example; this grammar can be reduced to a single non-terminal symbol, while keeping the same production biases (this allows crossover to retain the functionality of exchanged material, and leads to better performance [6]):

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle e \rangle & ::= \langle e \rangle + \langle e \rangle \\
& | \langle e \rangle - \langle e \rangle \\
& | \langle e \rangle * \langle e \rangle \\
& | \langle e \rangle / \langle e \rangle \\
& | x \ |
\end{align*}
\]


When using this grammar, the use of wrapping is meaningless. This is because either the expression is fully mapped before using up all the integers, or there are one or more \( \langle e \rangle \) symbols left to map, in which case the mapping never terminates.

To help visualise what happens, Fig. 1 shows a simplified Nondeterministic Finite Automaton (NFA), illustrating the mapping process; states are labelled with the next non-terminal symbol to map in the mapping string (or \( \epsilon \) when there are none left), and transitions are labelled with the production chosen for that symbol (the result of the modulus operation, see Section II-A). Some transitions are similarly labelled, yet leading to different states; this represents the fact that a production can change the current non-terminal symbol to map, causing a transition to a different state, depending on the mapping string.

As can be seen, there are only two states: either there are one or more \( \langle e \rangle \) symbols left to map, or the mapping has
finished. Therefore, a sequence of integers from the genotype will either lead to the termination state, or forever lead back to the \(<e>\) state. One can therefore conclude that, with single non-terminal grammars, wrapping never works (this has been shown previously [14]).

The reduction of the grammar to a single non-terminal symbol has caused wrapping not to work. In the first applications of GE to SR [2], a more complex grammar was used\(^1\) based on the function and terminal sets originally used by Koza [3]:

\[
<e> ::= <o> <e> <e> \\
| (<e> <o> <e>) \\
| <p> (<e>) \\
| <v>
\]

\[
<o> ::= + | - | * | / \\
<e> ::= <e> <o> <e> \\
| <o> <e> <e>
\]


As before, a simplified NFA was constructed to illustrate the mapping process; this is shown in Fig. 2. The mapping of the symbol \(<v>\) to \(x\) requires no choice, and as such, no integer from the genotype string is used (as per the original implementation of GE [1]); this is represented by unlabelled transitions leading out of the \(<v>\) node (an automatic transition to either \(<o>\) or \(\epsilon\)).

Once again, one can analyse the effect of wrapping with this NFA. If the mapping does not terminate after all the integers from the genotype string have been read, then the automaton will be in the \(<e>, <p>\) or \(<o>\) states; if the final state is \(<e>\), then wrapping will not succeed in mapping the individual. If the automaton finished in the \(<p>\) or \(<o>\) states, then wrapping can help to terminate the individual. However, if the individual still is not mapped after the first wrapping event, then it will never map through wrapping, as the automaton will become stuck in an endless transition loop.

B. Max Problem

The Max problem [17] is another popular benchmark used with both GP and GE. The objective is to find a program-tree which returns the largest value for a given terminal and function set with a depth limit \(D\), where the root node counts as depth 0; individuals with a depth larger than \(D\) are assigned the worse fitness. Typically, the function set \(+, \times\) is used, and there is only one constant, 0.5. This is an important benchmark, as it helps to analyse the behaviour of genetic operators, such as crossover in GP [18] and mutation in GE [19].

A grammar typically used for the Max problem [19] is:

\[
<e> ::= <o> <e> <e> \\
| <v>
\]

\[
<o> ::= + | * \\
<e> ::= <e> <o> <e> \\
<o> <e> <e>
\]

Grammar 4. Typical MAX grammar.

This grammar is quite similar to Grammar 3, and suffers the same problem with respect to wrapping; its simplified NFA is shown in Fig. 3. This diagram shows that, if the mapping does not terminate after all the integers have been read, then the automaton is either on the \(<e>\) or \(<o>\) states. As such, only if the \(<o>\) state is reached, can wrapping help with termination. If the mapping does not terminate after a first wrapping event, however, it will never terminate, as the automaton will be either back to the \(<e>\) state, or stuck in a transition loop always leading back to the \(<o>\) state.

C. Santa Fe Ant Trail

The Santa Fe Ant Trail (SF) is a typical benchmark [3] used in GP. The problem can be described as follows: in a toroidal grid of \(32 \times 32\) squares, a trail of food pellets is placed, with certain gaps. The objective is to evolve a computer program that controls an artificial ant throughout the grid; the ant can turn left or right, check if there is food in the direction it is facing, and move in that direction.

The original grammar used with GE is as follows [1]:

\[
<code> ::= <line> | <code> <line> \\
<line> ::= <if> | <op> \\
<if> ::= if_food(){<line>} else {<line>} \\
<op> ::= left(); | right(); | move();
\]

Grammar 5. Original SF grammar.

A simplified NFA is no longer a sufficient tool to analyse this grammar in terms of wrapping; experimentation (not shown)
has concluded that it can occur a maximum of six times. It has however been shown [20] that this grammar defines a substantially different search space of the original Santa Fe problem for GP, and commands such as \texttt{if\_food() \{ move(); left(); \} else \{ right(); \}} cannot be generated. Harper [7] suggested using the following grammar:

\[
\langle e \rangle ::= \langle o \rangle \langle e \rangle \langle e \rangle | \langle o \rangle \langle e \rangle \langle v \rangle \\
\langle v \rangle ::= 0.5
\]


This grammar defines a language generating the same expressions as Koza’s initial experiments with GP, and is also wrapping-friendly (experimentation measured up to 30 wrapping events in a single genotype string, ending up in a successful mapping process).

IV. NON-CODING TAILS

This section examines the non-coding regions of individuals in standard GE. More specifically, it analyses the contents of the non-coding tails of individuals after evolution, using the same problems discussed in the previous section, but with wrapping turned off.

A. Symbolic Regression

To analyse the contents of non-coding tails, a full SR experiment was performed, using Grammar 2 (see Section III-A). The experimental setup used is shown in Table I, and the problem used was the quartic polynomial, with 20 samples over the interval $[-1.0, +1.0]$.

50 runs were performed, which were all successful. After a solution was found, each run was stopped, and each codon from each individual was identified as a \textit{Producer} or \textit{Consumer} (using the definition originally suggested by Ryan et. al[14]), depending on whether the formula \textit{codon} % 8 was lower than 4 (meaning the codon will choose a recursive rule from the grammar) or not (opposite case), respectively.

The results obtained show that 55.375% of the effective part was made up of consumers, while for the tails that proportion went up to 70.177% (std. dev. of 0.036 and 0.114 respectively). This means that the non-coding section of individuals is not random; it contains \textbf{terminating sequences}, which contribute towards their termination.

B. Max Problem

While single non-terminal grammars allow individuals to make use of tails as terminating sequences, with more complex grammars that is not necessarily the case. This is because the functionality of a codon is now dependent on the context upon which it is interpreted (with single non-terminal grammars, a codon will always choose the same production, regardless of the context upon which it is interpreted).

To exemplify this, an experiment similar to the previous section was performed, this time using the Max problem, with depth 4 (see Section III-A), and Grammar 4 was used. The formula \textit{codon} % 2 was used to identify producers and consumers, with producers being codons with odd values (and vice-versa for consumers), as in the \texttt{<e>} rule only the first production is recursive.

The results obtained show only 43.729%±0.070 consumers in the effective parts, and 51.999%±0.076 in the tails. This is because the function of a codon depends on the context upon which it is interpreted; with the grammar used, this means that even codon values can choose the transformations \texttt{<e> -> <o> \langle o \rangle \langle e \rangle \langle e \rangle} or \texttt{<o> \langle o \rangle \langle e \rangle \langle o \rangle} +, depending on whether they are used to map the symbol \texttt{<e>} or \texttt{<o>}. As perfect solutions for this problem consist of one multiplication and 14 additions [18], this explains the proliferation of (potential) producers, especially in the effective part.

To address this problem, the same experiment was performed, but this time using the following grammar, which specifies the same syntax, but decouples the choices of the \texttt{<e>} expansion from those of the \texttt{<o>} symbol:

\[
\langle e \rangle ::= \langle o \rangle \langle e \rangle \langle e \rangle | \langle o \rangle \langle e \rangle \langle v \rangle \\
\langle v \rangle ::= + | *
\]


The results obtained show a rather different 53.591% ± 0.0622 proportion of consumers in the effective part, and 58.661% ± 0.0551 in the tails. This is because a codon can now be both a consumer for the \texttt{<e>} symbol and a selector of the \texttt{<o>} + transformation. This allows individuals to choose more additions, while maintaining the ability to terminate mapping, and has a substantial impact on performance: with Grammar 4, 22/50 runs were successful, whereas with Grammar 7 there were 35/50 successful runs. This shows the \textbf{importance of grammar design on the termination of individuals}, even when wrapping is not used.

C. Santa Fe Ant Trail

When more complex grammars are used, the exchange of terminating sequences in non-coding tails becomes less evident. That is the case with the Santa Fe problem; using the same experimental setup as in the previous sections, and Grammar 5 (with the symbol \texttt{<code>} representing the consumer/producer ratio), there was a proportion of 43.372%±0.047 consumers in the effective regions, and a very similar
43.827% ± 0.048 in the tails. The higher rate of consumers is linked once again to grammar design: a codon that transforms the `<code>` symbol into `<line>` (a consumer) will also transform `<line>` into `<if>`, which is a vital transformation for a fit solution to this problem.

Grammar 6 is equally unable to keep terminating sequences in the tails, with ratios of 54.309% ± 0.037 consumers in the effective part, and 53.332% ± 0.046 in tails. This is because odd codon values are consumers for both the `<code>` and `<expr>` symbols, but they act as producers for `<line>`. In fact, both Grammar 5 and Grammar 6 are explosive [7], and tails are not as effective at controlling this growth.

V. ARTIFICIAL TAILS

The previous section highlighted the importance of non-coding tails in GE, as a means to help termination of individuals. One can envisage increasing their influence, by artificially appending non-coding codons at the end of genotype strings. This cannot be done throughout the whole run, however, as the constant insertion of genetic material could negatively impact the size of individuals. Furthermore, as seen in the previous section, the contents of non-coding tails evolve, leading to the creation of terminating sequences; a constant adding and pruning of tails would have a negative impact on this process.

It was therefore decided to add tails to individuals only after initialisation. This can be done in many ways; in this study, after all individuals have been (validly) initialised, the average individual size is calculated, and then a percentage of that size is added to each individual, as a tail of random codons.

A. Mapping Performance

To analyse and compare the performance of this approach with wrapping, an experiment was conducted, to measure how many individuals remain valid (i.e. still map to a valid phenotype) after applying standard genetic operators (that is, 1-point crossover and integer mutation, as they are typically applied to GE [1]), and to study how this scenario changes when wrapping or artificial tails are employed.

To this end, populations of 10000 valid individuals were generated using a ramped half-and-half initialisation [3] adapted for GE [12], with minimum and maximum derivation tree depths of 5 and 10 respectively. The fitness of individuals was set to the same value, and the number of valid individuals after applying one generational round of search operators was recorded, when using wrapping or artificial tails (or none).

To measure the effect of genetic operators on the mapping probability of GE, three setups were used. To test the crossover operator, its probability was set to 1.0, and no mutation was used. To test integer mutation, crossover was turned off, and the mutation operator was slightly changed, such that each individual will have one (and only one) codon changed (replaced by a new random integer); the choice of the mutated codon was random, but it always occurred within the mapping section of the genome, even when artificial tails were used; neutral mutations were discarded. Finally, to test both operators, one crossover event and one mutation event were allowed per individual.

Table II shows the results obtained for the three benchmark problems examined previously. For each problem, the best performing grammar was chosen (see Section III). Column Wraps indicates the maximum allowed number of wrapping events when mapping, and Tail indicates the percentage of the average population size added as a random artificial tail, after initialisation. All values are averaged across 50 runs (standard deviations, not reported, were all under 0.001).

1) Symbolic Regression: The results show that standard GE can generate up to 40% illegal individuals, after application of genetic operators on the first generation. This is unaltered with the use of wrapping, as the grammar used is composed of a single non-terminal symbol. Artificial tails, although randomly created, aid in the termination of individuals, reducing the generation of illegal individuals down to less than 10%.

2) Max Problem: The performance of standard GE with the grammar used for this problem is even worse, particularly when using mutation: over 87% of generated individuals are invalid. This is because most of the mapping derivation choices when using this grammar are applied to the `<expr>` symbol (see Grammar 7), leading very frequently to longer derivations, which have no codons left to terminate.

The use of wrapping helps substantially to reduce this effect, particularly when mutation is used. However, artificial tails prove to be the best choice once again, with less than 15% illegal individuals generated after the application of any genetic operator (or combination of both).

3) Santa Fe Ant Trail: The problem with explosive grammars can be clearly seen in the SF results, where standard GE also struggles to terminate individuals after the application of search operators. As the grammar used is wrapping-friendly (see Section III-C), successive wrapping events (up to 100) can try to terminate the mapping of individuals (albeit at the expense of generating much larger individuals).

Artificial tails are not as beneficial in this case. Given that the grammar is explosive, and the contents of tails are random,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>60.36%</td>
<td>72.99%</td>
<td>60.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>60.36%</td>
<td>72.99%</td>
<td>60.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>91.32%</td>
<td>93.82%</td>
<td>90.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>37.97%</td>
<td>12.22%</td>
<td>41.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>57.28%</td>
<td>85.74%</td>
<td>57.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>86.75%</td>
<td>92.61%</td>
<td>85.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>40.08%</td>
<td>67.92%</td>
<td>33.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>64.47%</td>
<td>82.32%</td>
<td>57.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>51.01%</td>
<td>74.68%</td>
<td>44.37%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
there is a higher probability of continuing to choose recursive rules from the grammar, rather than consuming productions.

VI. RUN PERFORMANCE

In order to observe the impact of wrapping and artificial tails on the performance of GE, a series of experiments were performed, using the same problems used throughout this paper. The experimental setup is the same as in Table I, but a population size of just 100 individuals was used, to render the problems harder, and highlight the issue of termination.

A. Symbolic Regression

The Quartic Polynomial was used as the target function for the SR problem, using Grammar 2. Fig. 4 shows the average best individual results, averaged over 50 independent runs. Note that the results with and without wrapping are equal, because the grammar used does not allow wrapping events to terminate the mapping of individuals (see Section III-A).

The results show a small improvement in performance when using artificial tails, particularly in the first 40 generations; this is when more illegal individuals are generated with standard GE, and the appending of non-coding tails at the start of the run provides extra buffer genetic material, allowing more individuals to be valid at the earlier generations, and thus improve performance. Towards the end of the run, standard GE evolves its own terminating sequences in tails (see Section IV), and the difference in performance becomes smaller.

Fig. 5 shows the average genotype size of individuals in the population, along with the average effective size. It shows that despite the appending of extra genetic material, the effective size of solutions with and without artificial tails remains very similar, and the full physical lengths of genotype strings progress at a similar rate of growth.

B. Max Problem

Grammar 7 was used to evolve individuals for the Max problem, with depth of 4; Fig. 6 shows the results obtained. These show a substantial increase in performance over standard GE, when either wrapping or artificial tails are employed. The performance between the latter two is similar.

The analysis of the raw genotype sizes shown in Fig. 7 shows that wrapping generates a similar amount of genetic material as standard GE, while the extra genetic material used with the tails approach can be observed; the ratio of growth of raw material is very similar across all approaches.

The effective genotype sizes tell a much different story. Wrapping is allowed to generate much larger solutions, which only across time slowly reduce their size. The tails approach generates very similar solution sizes to standard GE.

C. Santa Fe Ant Trail

Finally, the results for the SF problem (using Grammar 6) are shown in Fig. 8. The use of a more complex (and
explosive) grammar has rendered the results similar across all approaches, with very small gaps of generations without overlapping std. dev. bars.

It is quite interesting to observe the evolution of genotype sizes, however. Once again, the standard GE and tails approaches are quite similar: the extra genetic material is clearly seen, but their ratio of growth is the same. The use of wrapping with a wrapping-friendly grammar, however, means that solutions can grow without the need of physical genotype growth.

This leads to unbounded solution growth, as can be seen in the effective size plot. With solution sizes of 1000 codons and larger, this means that the wrapping approach is actually evolving the full Santa Fe trail, rather than a program to iterate over a for loop, which is the objective of the benchmark. This occurs with no observable gain in fitness.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper analysed the problem of termination in GE, and approaches to minimise it. The traditional approach of wrapping, allowing a genotype string to reuse its genetic material, is of limited benefit when using specific grammars from the literature; this highlights the importance of grammar design on the termination of individuals. With better designed grammars, it is better able at minimising the termination problem, but at the expense of generating much larger solutions.

The appending of extra non-coding tails to individuals after initialisation seems to offer a better approach. Although also dependent on good grammar design, it is more forgiving, and the results obtained show that it provides as good or better results than wrapping, while keeping the size of generated solutions much smaller.

Artificial tails are also able to reduce the generation of illegal individuals, i.e. genotype strings that are unable to terminate mapping, particularly at the start of a run. This is quite important, in order not to lose diversity.

Future work will investigate this effect on harder problems, where diversity in the early populations is more of a determining factor. In need of a deeper study is also which size to use for the artificial tails. Finally, the use of a different initialisation method such as PTC2 [21] substantially improves the performance of GE [7]; with the use of artificial tails and carefully designed grammars, the quality of initial solutions from the initialisation process should propagate better through the evolutionary process.
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